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Oregon Hardwoods
has substantial volumes of
hardwoods for which there is
limited market. Present markets are
growing, however, and new uses are
developing new markets. These call
for special techniques in management
of standing timber, cutting, stacking
and drying, marketing, and manufacturing.
In the Willamette Valley, the principal hardwoods are maple, alder, white
oak, and ash. White oak has at present
only limited marketing possibilities although it is considered a good wood
and one that might find use in such
products as charcoal, railroad ties,
posts, etc. One of the major drawbacks in the production and marketing
of oak is that it takes six months to a
year to season the lumber.
In the northwest counties of Oregon there is aR occasional call for cottonwood, which is limited in the larger
diameter sizes. Pulp is the main product manufactured from this species. In
the southern counties small amounts of
chinkapin, madrone, myrtle, black oak,
and tanoak find their way to market.
Oregon maple, although not as hard as
eastern maple, is superior in many
ways to its eastern cousin and makes
an excellent wood for manufacturing.
Alder is in greater supply, has excellent qualities, and has been termed "a
finisher's dream."
Alder and maple trees grow rapidly,
with alder reaching maturity in 50
years. Many alder trees show annual
growth rings of ¾ to ½ inch or more
where they have enough light. Some
stands which have reached a stale-
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mate in growth, will show as high as
20 rings per inch. This rapid growth,
coupled with lack of markets, has resulted in overmature stands beset by
ice storms, logging damage, and forest
fires. Because of deterioration in these
stands, brought about by old age and
damage, considerable amounts of wood
must be left in the forests. Such wood
makes low grade lumber which cannot
be sold profitably. To a lesser degree
this also holds true for older maple
and ash stands. Present thinning of
low quality trees from a stand, however, is the answer to future production of high quality timber. One hope
for this low grade material is the ever
increasing demand for hardwood chip~
and other products. Low quality hardwood trees, having numerous dead
limbs, black knots, or knotholes, do not
improve with the years. Rather, the
opposite is true. Once a tree becomes
defective, it tends to lose quality rapidly. Sound forestry practices dictate
that trees of this type be thinned at
the earliest possible date.
In managing the hardwood stand, it
sometimes is necessary to apply the
reverse of Douglas-fir management.
Hardwood tree -in a stand may vary
considerably in diameter. Thinning
should remove the largest trees, leaving
the smaller, younger ones to grow
faster. Crowns of these released trees ~
can then expand, manufacture more
food, and grow additional inches in
diameter. The ideal hardwood tree is
tall, stra ight, holds its size, and has
few branches except those at the top .
There is much to be learned about ·

Cover Photo : Oregon myrtle growing near Coos Bay, and myrtle blanks for manufacture of gun stocks .
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the best methods of thinning western
hardwoods. One recommendation for
thinning is to space trees so the tips of
the branches just barely touch. Caution
should be exercised not to space trees
too widely since the shading and shedding of lower limbs not only is desirable but necessary for quality production. Too much thinning can cause
trees to develop many small branches
along the trunks. Wood grows around
these small limbs, making numerous
small knots and bark pockets.
. Hardwood trees which grow fast
produce high quality wood. Properly
thinned stands will in time produce
larger and higher grade logs than unthinned stands. The latter are likely
to be much too dense, grow slowly,
and suffer considerable damage from
the elements. Stands which are periodically thinned will produce a maximum
of wood.
Hardwood markets

Oregon has many hardwood trees like those
shown abov e. There is . no steady cash market
even for well manufactured and properly dried
lumber, but the demand and use are increasing .

The quality of northwest hardwood
lumber is good, but at present ( early
19S8) there is no steady, cash market
even for well manufactured and prop- allows time to KD (kiln dry) and surerly dried lumber. The demand and face lumber that has been air dried.
use, however, are showing an upward
Although some lumber is used in
trend.
the Northwest, prices still tend to be
Those who use hardwood lumber low because of the large supply and
insist it be properly manufactured and ' relatively low demand. High freight
seasoned. A market for green hard- rates, amounting to $SO to $7S per
wood directly from the saw is lim- thousand board feet, are cormnon for
ited. Buyers want the lumber carefully
shipping east. In addition, northwest
graded to the same standards as other producers compete with an eastern
hardwoods they can buy readily from market that has a good supply of propeastern producers, even though in most erly graded hardwoods.
Southern California is expected by
cases the eastern and western woods
will be of different species. Buyers some to become a "second Grand Rapwho want orders filled promptly deal ids" in furniture production. This area
with experienced shippers who have a is probably the best potential market
steady supply and a dependable ship- volumewise. Also, Northwestern proment program. A waiting period of 30 ducers have an advantage over those
days is acceptable to , the buyer. This in the east in paying at least $2S per
4

thousand less on freight rates.
These efforts, however, have been disSeveral wholesale lumber dealers in couraging. Wholesale distribution chanthe Northwest, as well as in Califor- nels are preferable . Producers are adnia, handle hardwoods . Hardwood lum- vised to concentrate on the production
ber distribution, however, is not as ef- of dependable, good quality lumber
fective as is that of softwood. The and let the wholesaler handle the diswholesa ler usually buys the finished - tribution.
product in lumber, loaded out on his
orders, and pays the bill in 10 or 15 Production methods
days . The lack of interest shown by
Hardwood production methods differ
wholesalers in hardwoods may be due considerably from those for Douglasin part to an erratic supply and little fir, which most western Oregon sawguarantee on quality. Having hard- mill operators understand. Improperly
wood lumber availa:ble for fairly manufactured material has in some inprompt loadings is a must in the indus- stances injured the sale of our northtry. Few buyers will place firm orders west hardwoods in spite of their good
for uncut lumber with any mill that is quality. To be saleable hardwood luminexperienced in hardwood qperation . ber must be cut as the buyer wants it,
A few hardwood producers have ar- and usually it also must be properly
ranged for outlets in consumer areas. seasoned.

Logging ~ardwoods
Trees less than 14 inches in d.b.h.
( diameter breast high) should be left
to grow unless the stand is too thick
or the trees are defective. Trees this
size are putting on their best growth if
conditions are right. Three inches
added to the diameter means about
50% added footage in each log. Logs
with a top diameter under 10 to 12
inches produce little or no high grade
lumber. The larger logs mean more
clear wood and the result is a better
grade recovery . Larger logs also have
fewer knots and defects. Small tree
tops sometimes may have dead knots
with decay inside the log.
Logs that prod uce only the lowest
grades of lumber because of numerous
defects under present conditions should
be left in the woods . A newly developed market for hardwood chips at
widely scattered points eventually will

be able to utilize low grade, defective
logs. It is a good policy to cut old and
damaged trees whenever it is economically feasible . Trees of this type do
not improve with age.
Overripe alder trees develop "redheart," a defect in the center of the
log that shows up as discoloration in
the wood. It is usually a dark red
shade, sometimes several inches in diameter. Although this discolored wood
is practically worthless for lumber, the
other wood may be acceptable. It is always a good policy to log out old or
defective trees to make room for
thrifty, fast growing young trees.
Saw straight logs

Logs should be cut into straight
lengths of 12 to 16 feet. Crooked logs,
however, necessitate much wasted lumber. Usually they must be cut to
5

shorter lengths, down to 8 or possibly
7 feet, if the logs are large and of high
quality. Even though the 8-foot logs
saw better than the larger ones, and
are preferred by many small mills,
better grades and more saleable lumber can be developed from longer logs.
This does not mean, though, that 8foot lumber is not saleable. Much is
sold in that length.
To some industrial customers length
may make little difference. Others desire shorter cuttings. The longer the
piece, the better the grades, because of
more cuttings possible in each grade.
An advantage to cutting 8-foot logs
is that there is less tendency for logs
to "spring" on the carriage and develop
miscuts.

If possible , logs should be cut into lengths of
12 to 16 feet , although 8-foot logs are saleabl e.

ber if not left in the woods-or anywhere else-too long before sawing.
If left in a deck for severa l months or
a year, they may become worthless for
Avoid splitting
Care and skill should be used to ha rdwood lumber. A discoloration or a
avoid splitting hardwood logs when stain may develop that could put the
falling and bucking, or the best por- lumber in the lowest grade #3B (Nation of the tree may be spoiled. Splits tional Hardwood Lumber Association
ruin otherwise high grade lumber and rules) or 3 Shop (Northwest Hardmay mean heavy dockage at the mill. wood Association rules). End-checkHardwood logs split much more easily ing, stain, and decay start rapidly in
than softwood logs. Alder trees that wa rm weather. A saf e rule to rememlean excessively have a tendency to .ber is to keep a log moving from the
time it hits the ground until it has been
split when falling or may "barber
chair" or pull splinters. If the stump through the mill and on stickers air
shows splinters pulled in this fashion, drying.
Logs kept in ponds, especially when
far more damage to the log is probable
than is apparent. Loose splinters may the water is warm and "sour" from
reach 4 feet inside the log. Such large long use, may develop stain rapidly.
splinters could account for 50% waste
Use end sealer if necessary
in an 8-foot log. Careful undercutting,
To avoid season checks, it is advisside notching, then fast sawing when ·
the tree starts to "break over" will able to use some of the commercial
eliminate much trouble. Also, splitting end sealers on logs and lumber. If end
trees can cause serious accidents. They checks have started, the sealer will not
have been known to "pop back" sud- be very effective since the air can enter
the cracks and dry out the wood. There
denly and strike the faller.
is much ten ion in alder and maple
Production delays cause stain and rot
logs. Splitting during logging and millHardwood logs make the best lum- ing is sometimes unavoidab le.
6

Sawing Hardwoods
Saw for maximum yield and grade

To turn out high gra de material for
factory or industrial lumber , it will be
necessary to taper saw the better faces
of the log. This is accomplished by
turning the log to a better face as the
grade drops below that promised by
adjoining faces. This is called "working around the log." It makes no difference how the log is divided into
faces, if logs are clear, straight, sound
with a centered pith. If the pith is off
center, place the log so that one face is
perpendicular to the longe st radius.
When logs have three good faces, slab
th e defective face, the n cut the high
grade material from the three good
faces, thus sawing the def ective face
last. Logs with two adjoining high
grade faces are slabbed on each low
grade face before sawi ng on the high
grade faces.
Logs with two oppos ite high grade
faces are placed with one of these
faces to the saw and the high grade
material cut from that face. Then
either turn down one poor face, · slab
it and turn to the other high grade
face, saving all the high grade material
from it, or turn the first face sawed
against the knees ( 180° turn) and saw
the high grade material from the opposite face. Where a log has a single
high grade face it is placed with this
face against the knees. Then, if turning down, a 90° turn is used for successive faces. If turning up, the turning sequence is 180°, then 90°, th en
180° .
Center the worst defects on a poor
face. Where a clear face adjoins one
having defects, likely to be removed by
edging, place the log so that these de-

fects will be near the edge of the defective face.
Logs with sweep should be placed
on the carri age with the sweep facing
out, then the four fac es should be
worked successively in sequence dictated by turning equipm ent. Better
grade recovery usually resu lts when
the widest boards are cut from th e
faces that are at the top and bottom,
with. reference to first face sawed.
If a high grade face is opposite a
low grade one, the high grade face
should be sawed parallel to the bark
with the low grade fac e being sawed
in the most convenient 'mann er. This
can be done by either placing the poor
face agai nst th e knees and setting out
the small end of the log; or by simply
placing the good face against the knees
and slabbing th e poor face first.
If there are interior defects outside
the pith zone, the small end of the log
is set out to saw a slab of uniform
width the length of the log. This process is repeated by turning the opposite
good face to th e saw ( thus getting all
the better grade next to the bark) .. Before this face is all cut and before
turning to another face, stra ighten th e
cut by removing the taper block or retracting taper levers, setting the small
end back against the knees and sawing th e face to produce a cant with opposite faces parallel ( cut a tapered
"shim"). The purpose is to take out
the tape r from th e low grade mater ial
insid e the log, in stead of using high
grade material in th e outer zone.
When slabbing next to the bark the
slab should be of minimum width to
produce the requir ed width in the prospective boards, 6½ inches for top
7
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grades, green-4 inches OK if lower
grade. Usually a 4/ 4-inch cut is taken
next to minimize edging waste, but if
the face is opposite one previously
sawn the sawyer of course has to figure his "sets."
Faces indicative of high grade material are sawed deeply, those indica. tive of low grade material, lightly. Us- .
ually the best practice is to saw until
the grade drops to that promised by
adjoining faces. This progressive turning continues until the grade improve ment fails to pay , usually when the
grade drops below # 2 common. If a
specified item is intended to be cut
from the heart piece, the log is turned
and s£wed up t ill the desired specification is reached. For example , if a log
is to be sawed for 2 x 2-inch squares ,
then the width might be 7 inches for
3 squares, or 9 inches for 4 squares,
which allows for shrinkage, saw kerf,
and ripping. If the log is to be sawed
into paneling , a 6-inch width would be
best ( 6¼ inches rough green), with
thickness that will make 4 or S boards
1½inches thick.
Hardwood logs may tend to spring
on the carriage and make miscuts when
the thickness of the boxed heart gets
to about 6 inches · or less. If this happens and the cant is the right size for
paneling, squares, or other product desired, it may be sent to a band or circular resaw , where the springing will
give no trouble. If sawing of the cant
must be completed on the carriage , it
should be ripped down the middle, thus
tending to avoid any spring. An example of this would be making two pieces
2¼ inches thick, instead of trying to
saw 4/ 4 pieces off the side of a thin
piece. Hardwood hearts often may be
the lowest grade and difficult to saw
for grade recovery .

Hardwood lumber for factory use
is sawed any even, odd, or fractional
width that will produce the best grades ,
with the top grades, FAS (NHLA
rules), requiring 6 inches minimum
when dry. If the product is to be
worked at a cutup plant nearby, freight
will not be an item. Most of the cuts
need not be edged on one side, but
rather sent through the mill as flitches,
resulting in a considerable saving of
high grade material. If the 4/ 4 material is intended for a use such as
paneling, it must be held to even
widths (but cut full for shrinkage allowance). These widths might be 6
inches, 8 inches, or 10 inches. Ten-inch
paneling stock may tend to split, however, if cut near the.heart.
Mea suring and grading
hardwood lumbe r

Lumber for industrial use that has
been cut in odd or fractional widths is
scaled with a "board rule ," which
shows the surface feet in a piece of
lumber any width for a given length.
Also, lumber tapes are available . They
cost less and do the same job . Instead
of the various lengths, widths, and·
thicknesses, the board rule shows the
."surface measure" only, and that is
tallied , like S feet, 6 feet, 8 feet , etc.
This is explained in the National Hardwood Lumber Association rule book.
When the total surface measure is tallied, it is multiplied by 2 to determine
board feet if the material is 8/4 or 2
inches thick. To obtain board feet:
multiply by 1½ if it is 6/4 thickness;
if 4/ 4, the surface measure is the tally.
Paneling lumber is not graded the
same as shop or industrial lumber .
Shop or industrial lumber usually is
graded for recovery in clear face cuttings. Alder and maple make a beautiful , knotty solid hardwood paneling of
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great merit. Paneling lumber might be
graded practically the same as "D"
and better finish of fir or pine. This
grading applies to any defects that
offset the utility. At present, however,
there is no official rule for grading
hardwood paneling lumber.
Characterist ics usually classed as defects, which do not affect the utility of
the paneling, but rather enhance the
appearance and add to the decorative
effect, could very well be retained .
These include burls, stains, swirls, figures, sound green knots, knot clusters,
also sound black knots, small knotholes which may be filled, and small to
medium sized bark pockets. Splits
should not be permitted since they tend
to become longer. Large knots that
may cause warping should be excluded. Since the market demand for
wall paneling is in 8-foot lengths, and
since all hardwoods tend to split back
from the ends, logs intended to be cut
for 8-foot paneling should be cut 9
feet or longer to permit trimming off
all splits .
Sawing equipment

Band saws are of course best for
sawing hardwood species. The result is
less waste in the saw kerf, and also a
smoother and more uniform job. There
is no reason, however, why a well set
up circular mill cannot cut hardwoods
successfully . Much of the hardwood
lumber produced in the Northwest is
cut in small mills. The method of sawing most generally practiced is to saw
for "side cut" flat-grained lumber. In
most instances about equal amount s
will have been cut from each side of
the heart center, leaving a boxed heart
piece. Taper blocks are used to keep
the cut parallel to the bark, to produce
the best grades, when the log has one
or more good faces.

Make allowance for shrinkage

It is very important that hardwoods
be cut heavy for shrinkage allowance.
Losses of $500 to $1,000 on a carload
may be incurred for lumber sawed too
thin. An allowance of approximately
¼of an inch for every 4/4 inch es must
be made for both width and thickness,
an except ion being where customers
may require their 1-inch lumber ( 4/ 4)
thick enoug h to surface out¼ or 15/16
of an inch after kiln drying . Also, the
4/ 4 may need to be 3/16 of an inch
full, but usually ¼of an inch full will
be sufficient, if the sawing is uniform.
After working some of the product it
will become evident whether more or
less surfacing allowance is needed.
Due to site and location from where
trees were cut, shrinkage may vary
from one specie to another. Also variation in board thickness may come
about through inefficient sawing procedures. Band saws set up accurately
will give the best results. Proportionately, flat-grain pieces tend to shrink
more in width than in thickness. Thus,
it may be sufficient for 8/ 4 flat-grain
material to be sawed ¼of an inch full.
Edge-grain pieces tend to shrink less
in width than in thickness. Customers
may require that lumber be full thickness after drying. It is well to learn
from the buyer what the customers
reqmre.
Trim allowance important

In some cases, the production of
board widths like 12 to 15 inches may
be limited by what the planer can
handle. Green lumber should not be
trimmed for length at the mill except
for cutting off obvious waste material,
or for grade improvement. Sufficient
trim allowance should be left because
of end checking that will develop to a
certain degree during seasoning.
11

Drying Hardwoods
Proper stacking is important

Proper piling of hardwood lumber
on stickers for seasoning is very important. Improperly piled lumber may
warp, split, stain, or develop kinks.
This could render the lumber worthless and result in heavy financial loss
and disappointment for the producer.
During warm weather piling should
be done almost immediately after sawing. This is especially so for maple.
Even if lumber is properly piled and
stickered, high temperature and low
humidity may produce kinking. This
can be avoided by affording the piled
lumber some overhead protection. Lum-

ber should not be piled solid for a long
time at any season. It is recommended
for all species that stickers be not over
18 inches apart for 4/4 thickness and
not over 24 inches apart for 5/4 and
thicker lumber . Spacing of stickers is
sometimes dependent upon proper fit
for dry kiln cars, but should never exceed the maximum specifications. Lumber will have a tendency to cup and
then split when planed if stickers have
been too widely spaced. Crooking or
warping also may result if stickers are
not properly spaced. Stickers must be
uniformly placed one above the other
so one pile will line up with the other.

Proper method of box-piling random-length lumb~r. The following points should be noted: (a) full•
length boards on outside tiers and surplus ones spaced across width of pile, (b) short-length boards
alternately pulled flush to front and rear of pile in each layer, (c) boards of a given length directly
over those of the same length in the layer below.

12

Otherwise the weight of pieces above
will badly kink some of the pieces
below. These kinks pressed in while
drying will be permanent, and if serious will have to be cut out and discarded, possibly making a cull of the
whole piece. Hardwood lumber must
also be kept straight while seasoning.
The stickers should be of uniform
thickness and sizes, about ¾of an inch
by 1¾ inches for kiln drying green
from the saw, possibly thicker for air
drying before kiln drying .. If stickers
are not the same thickness, but alternately thick and thin, the lumber will
become kinky or wavy. Lumber with
these defects may not even feed into
the planer, or may be broken or split
going through. If stick_ers are too wide,
or green, they may cause sticker stain
in the lumber. Some producers use
wider stickers at 0ne end, or both ends
if the material is all the same length,
piling in such a manner that the stickers project over the end of the piece
of lumber about 1½inches. This tends
to prevent the lumber splitting at the
ends under air drying condit ions. If
narrow stickers are used at the end,
they ~hould be placed flush with one
end or the other. Piles should be built
up with square ends and full length of
the lumber like 16 feet alternating
short piece~ being flush one end with
the other. Using full length 'pieces on
the sides and alternating short lengths
in the middle is called "box piling." If
a few long pieces ar~ left sticking out
one end of the pile, the ends will warp
and twist. If a considerable footage is
cut, it may pay to sort to lengths before piling. Thicker lumber does not
tend to kink as easily as 4/ 4, but it
has been observed that even 3-inch
green lumber will not dry straight on
uneven stickers.

Bullheads should be reworked
to uniform thickness

If the rough lumber is not of uniform thickness, it may be well to size
it on the planer, or resaw, if practical,
so the thickness is fairly uniform . If
this is done, allowance must be made
for shrinkage ·while drying. When following up with sizing it should be done
with the thought of bringing all the
green lumber down to_about the green
thickness to which it should have been
sawed. Uneven thicknesses on the pile
may cause the thinner pieces to cup,
bow, or crook, since they are not held
together tightly by the thicker pieces.
This applies especially to 4/ 4 lumber,
or material that may have "sprung"
while sawing, developing thin centers
and thick ends, or the reverse. These
'"bu llheads" especially shou ld be sized.
Store in units to avoid rehandling

Units or piles should be the height
and widths to fit the dry kilns and lumber carriers to be used. If hauling by
truck is anticipated, the units should
be of the proper width so they can be
placed side by side. Dry kiln operators
usually want the layers on stickers
piled tightl_Y..
together edgewise, leaving
no space between the pieces in the layers as one would ordinarily do for air
dr;ing. The lwnber may .be piled in
this manner for air drying so it can
go on to the kiln without repiling.
On ly one thickness should be placed
in a unit. If material is to be sold as
shop or industrial lumber by rule tally ,
sorting widths is not necessary .. ~ut
usually it is better to sort grades, p1lmg
each grade separately. Then it is not
necessary to sort or to surface more
lumber than need ed to get the requir ed
material.
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Insure good circulation around stacks

Units on stickers when piled for air
drying should be placed with bottoms
at least 18 inches off the ground. If
brush or grass is allowed to retard air
circulation, the bottom layers of the
unit may not season well. The drying
yard should be in an open place where
there is · good air circulation. Yards
should not be located in low, clamp
areas or where air circulation may be
cut off by surroundin g brush and trees.
Lumber drying in poorly located yards
may not season well and may cleveop
stain. Carrier units which are piled 3
or 4 units high with a fork lift should
not be tight against other piles, but at
least 2 feet apart so air can circulate
properly. Piles shou ld be so placed
that the prevailing winds are allowed
to blow through instead of against the
ends. Poor air cir culation can result in
__s
taining which _may degrade otherwise
top material.
Use large stickers to separate units

should be placed between each unit
thick enough for the fork-iift to unload or pick up tl:ie unit. Three by
four s or four by fours frequently are
used and must be spaced af least one
for each alternate sticker, also exactly
in line with the stickers above and
below. When a large number of unit s
are handled and time must be saved
in placing stickers between the units,
pallets can be constructed . A pallet
can be made of 2-inch material with
stickers nailed on each side to fit exactly the stickers in each unit and thick
enough for a fork-lift to lift up the
pallet with the unit on to-p. Units of
8/ 4 lumber sometimes are placed on
top units of thinner materia l, like 4/ 4,
which tends to hold them straighter.
Identify each unit

Identify each unit with the date of
piling and species type. A good way to
designate the species so it is easily located, is to spray a paint band of a
distinctive color up each side and over
the top of each unit of each kind of
wood. Blue could be used for alder,
yellow for maple, and white for ash.
Since these woods can be confused
easily, this system of identification can
save considerab le time at;i.d argument.
It should be used only on rough lumber where the paint will be planed off.
White chalk rather than crayon or
paint should be used on finished
lumber.

Unit bottoms, especially for green
and · thin lumber, must be spaced so
there is a support under at least each
alternate sticker, including each encl,
or the lumber may be badly bowed and
kinked, especia lly in the lower layers.
It is for this reason that each unit
should have the stickers spaced exactly
the same distance apart, so when the
unit s are placed on pile bottoms, the
stickers will line up from top to bottom of several unit s one above the
-oth er. A "jac k" or measuring device Cover tops of piles for best drying
should be made for spacing the stick- ., The top s of the piles should be proers for each unit. This will enable the tected from the weather. Hot sun in
fork-lift operator to pick up each unit th e summer, rains and wind storms in
and pile it exactly right. Should one th e winter will cause the top layer of
of th ese units hav e the stickers out of lumber in the units to warp and check.
line with those in the unit above, ser- For air drying, covers can be made
ious kinking of the lumber will result. from waste or cull lumber. Permanent
Large "unit stickers" or space rs covers also could be made and placed
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on the top unit with a fork-lift. Covers
can be weighed down with several layers of lumber or wired down to keep
the wind from blowing them off. Keeping alleys open between each two piles
is desirable for fire protection.
For some species like oak, shed drying is recommended at least during
the spring and summ er. It is also advantageous to dry other species in this
manner if facilities are available. One
side or end of the building or shed
should remain open enough for good
air circulation. Keep rain out.
Dry to proper moisture content

Before kiln drying oak lumb er air
dry to a moisture content (MC) of
about 25% or less. This produces the
best quality of finished product, having
greatly lessened the risk of loss or degrading. Some woods such as oak
should never be kiln dried when green
from the saw.- There are differences in
the amount of water in pieces of lumber from the same log as well as differe nt parts of one piece of lumber.
One end or one edge may vary in
moisture content from other parts of
the same piece of lumber. It is for
these r easons that hardwood lumber
should be carefully dried to the point
where all excess water is out of the
wood cells. Beyond this point, known
as the fiber saturation point, little damage can be expected in drying to lower
moisture contents.
1
In air drying, green wood loses moisture until it is in "eq uilibrium with
the moistur e content of the air" (EMC
for short). When reaching this point
wood stops losing moisture. If th e
wood dries slowly, as in air drying,
there is a tendency for the moisture
to become more evenly distributed

through the piece as it dries, thus the
wetter portions tend to lose moisture
to the drier portions. The movement
of water will be much slower in some
species like oak than in others like
alder or Douglas-fir. Also the thicker
the lumber the longer time it will take
for this process or moisture movement
to be completed. If the drying process
is hurried, there may be injury to the
wood. The point where the wood stops
losing moisture · depends on the relative
humidity of the air and that depends
on the weather. In the winter in western Oregon the wood will reach an
EMC of around 22 to 25%. During
the hottest and driest summer months
it might go down to 8 to 10% or
less MC.
Hardwoods ( or any woods) that
have been kiln dried but stored in an
unheated building during the months
when the relative humidity is high, as
during the winter, will absorb moisture
from the air. In western Oregon this
will bring the MC back to 16 to 18%
under usual conditions. This is th e
reason "dry " finished lumb er may
shrink after being put in a building
when it was supposedly kiln dried.
Also for the same reason hardwoo ds
shou ld not be kiln dried and held for
sale, especially during the period from
September until late May, unles s it is
stored in a heated building. Any woods
that have absorbed moistur e after kiln
drying can be restored by "conditioning " in a room heat ed to ordinary
room temperature, though it may take
some time. The lumber should either
be placed on stickers or stood on encl.
If a larger quantity is involved, another trip through the dry kiln may be
required.
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Surfacing Hardwoods
In most instances hardwoods cannot be surfaced satisfactorily in .the
same way as softwoods like Douglasfir or pine. They require planing at a
slower rate of feed with a different
bevel and a different cutting angle. In
most cases 10 to 12 knife cuts per
inch may be about right, although
some woods may need 14 to 16 knife
cuts. Too few cuts will make the wood
unacceptable because of the resulting
rippled or "washboard" appearance. If
there are too many knife cuts per
inch, the planer work will be more a
scraping than a cutting job. Burns
must be avoided. Even though light
. they may not sand out. (If a planer
stops on a hardwood piece a burn results.) Since these are defects that
cannot be measured in the cutting
areas, burns may degrade the lumber
drastically. Further, since hardwood
lumber is generally subject to more
cupping, double surfaces with sectional
feed rolls often are used to prevent
splitting.
Different woods require different ·
tr eatment and experience soon will
show the planer operator what is
needed. The rate of feed and speed of
knives varies with woods being worked,
with the same applying to the bevel
and cutting angle. Some woods may
require a back bevel.

Recommendations for improving
marketing procedures are :
1. The adoption and use of standard
hardwood lumber rules by new producers. This would enable the buyer
and seller to reach more satisfactory
agr eements on quality and price .
2. Establishment of concentration
yards with good dry kilns should enable a number of producers to build
up a large inventory of stock. All types
of orders then could be filled from the
accumulated supply.

This bulletin was prepared by the Polk
County Farm Fore stry Committee and Gary
H. Sander, Extension Forest Products Mar-

keting Specialist, Oregon State College. J. R.
Pfeiffer, Oregon Forest Products Research
Center, gave valuable suggest ions.
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Principal marketing problems

The principal marketing problems
are:
1. Many hardwood lumber producers cut poor quality material and cannot be depended on to deliver orders.
2. Lumber producers must operate
on a widely fluctuating market with
periods of high and low demand for
their product. For this reason, the majority of hardwood operations are
rather temporary and sporadic in nature . Many of the operators cut fir
and other softwood species during periods of low hardwood lumber prices
and then swing back to hardwood production when the demand increases.
Recommendations for
improved marke t procedures

